ABSTRACT: DNA glycosylases perform a genome-wide search to locate damaged nucleotides among a great excess of undamaged nucleotides. Many glycosylases are capable of facilitated diffusion, whereby multiple sites along the DNA are sampled during a single binding encounter. Electrostatic interactions between positively charged amino acids and the negatively charged phosphate backbone are crucial for facilitated diffusion, but the extent to which diffusing proteins rely on the double-helical structure DNA is not known. Kinetic assays were used to probe the DNA searching mechanism of human alkyladenine DNA glycosylase (AAG) and to test the extent to which diffusion requires B-form duplex DNA. Although AAG excises εA lesions from single-stranded DNA, it is not processive on single-stranded DNA because dissociation is faster than N-glycosidic bond cleavage. However, the AAG complex with singlestranded DNA is sufficiently stable to allow for DNA annealing when a complementary strand is added. This observation provides evidence of nonspecific association of AAG with single-stranded DNA. Single-strand gaps, bubbles, and bent structures do not impede the search by AAG. Instead, these flexible or bent structures lead to the capture of a nearby site of damage that is more efficient than that of a continuous B-form duplex. The ability of AAG to negotiate these helix discontinuities is inconsistent with a sliding mode of diffusion but can be readily explained by a hopping mode that involves microscopic dissociation and reassociation. These experiments provide evidence of relatively long-range hops that allow a searching protein to navigate around DNA binding proteins that would serve as obstacles to a sliding protein.
H uman alkyladenine DNA glycosylase (AAG) is a 36 kDa monomeric enzyme that recognizes a wide variety of alkylated and deaminated purines. 1−5 One of the most efficiently recognized lesions is 1,N 6 -ethenoadenine (εA), which is formed under conditions of lipid peroxidation or upon exposure to vinyl chlorides. 6 Crystal structures of AAG bound to εA-DNA reveal that the specific recognition of εA requires nucleotide flipping.
7 AAG binds and flips out εA very rapidly, and the specific recognition complex is extremely stable. 8 Although the rate of N-glycosidic bond hydrolysis is relatively slow, almost every specific binding event results in excision. 8, 9 These properties make εA an excellent substrate for characterizing the searching mechanism of AAG.
Previous work showed that AAG uses electrostatic interactions to diffuse along DNA and search for sites of damage. 9, 10 The searching of many different sites in a single binding encounter is commonly termed facilitated diffusion and can involve sliding, whereby the protein maintains continuous contact with the DNA backbone, and hopping, which involves microscopic dissociation and reassociation. 11, 12 Many different DNA binding proteins, including several DNA glycosylases, have been found to use combinations of these modes. Although sliding could be more efficient for a local search of DNA, because every site is sampled, this mode of diffusion has two major limitations. First, a sliding monomeric protein could sample only one member of a base pair, and damaged nucleotides on the opposing strand would not be sampled. Second, tightly bound proteins would block sliding and effectively trap a searching protein, slowing the search for damaged sites. Nevertheless, sliding has been invoked for several different proteins on the basis of a variety of different observations. 13−20 The previous work with AAG has shown that it searches both strands of the duplex and is able to bypass a bound protein, providing strong evidence of a hopping mode. 9 However, these observations do not address whether AAG is capable of short-range sliding. Extensive studies of uracil DNA glycosylase have favored a model of rapid shortrange sliding, accompanied by more infrequent hops. 13, 14, 21, 22 We probed the DNA structural requirements for DNA searching by AAG, testing whether AAG is processive on singlestranded DNA (ssDNA) and whether helix discontinuities act as a barrier to diffusion. The results from multiple-turnover processivity assays establish that facilitated diffusion is not hindered by encounter with single-stranded gaps, bubbles, or bulges (kinks) in the DNA. AAG associates with ssDNA, and single-stranded segments appear to decrease the rate of macroscopic dissociation. However, AAG is not processive on ssDNA because of the low efficiency of excision. These observations suggest that AAG does not maintain continuous contact with the DNA while diffusing along it but rather makes frequent microscopic hops.
■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Proteins and Oligonucleotides. Full-length and truncated (Δ80) human AAG were purified, and the concentration of active glycosylase was determined by burst analysis as previously described. 10 Oligonucleotides were synthesized by Integrated DNA Technologies or the Keck Center at Yale University and purified by denaturing PAGE as previously described. 10 The concentration of ssDNA was determined from the absorbance at 260 nm using the calculated extinction coefficients. For the 5′ or dual fluorescein-labeled DNA, we determined the labeling efficiency by comparing the absorbance at 260 nm with that at 495 nm, and it was greater than 90% in all cases. Unless otherwise stated, the duplex substrates were obtained by annealing a labeled εA-containing strand to a 2-fold excess of the unlabeled complement strand in annealing buffer [10 mM NaMES (pH 6.5) and 50 mM NaCl] by heating the DNA to 95°C for 5 min and then slowly cooling it to room temperature.
Glycosylase Activity Assays. Reactions were conducted at 37°C in 50 mM NaMES (pH 6.1), 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT, 10% (v/v) glycerol, and 0.1 mg/mL BSA, and the ionic strength was adjusted with NaCl to obtain the desired concentration of sodium ions. Reactions were initiated by the addition of enzyme to obtain a reaction volume of 50−100 μL that typically contained 200 nM fluorescein-labeled DNA. Aliquots were withdrawn at various times and reactions quenched with NaOH (final concentration of 0.2 M). Samples were heated at 70°C for 15 min; formamide was added to a final concentration of 65%, and the DNA fragments were resolved on 14% (w/v) polyacrylamide gels containing 8 M urea. Gels were scanned with a Typhoon Trio+ fluorescence imager (GE Healthcare) to detect fluorescein (excitation at 532 nm and emission with a 526SP filter). The resulting fluorescence signal was quantified with ImageQuant TL and corrected for background signal. The intensity of each DNA band was converted into a fraction of the total DNA by dividing its intensity by the sum of the intensities for all of the DNA species present.
Multiple-Turnover Kinetics. The multiple-turnover kinetics with the processivity substrates were measured with a 100-fold excess of substrate (200 nM) over enzyme (2 nM). The initial rates were measured from the first 10% of the reaction and were linear in all cases. The velocity was determined from the depletion of substrate, and the fraction processive (F p ) was determined from the formation of products (V p ) and intermediates (V i ) that still contained an εA lesion according to eq 1. 10, 23 Approximately 2% of εA nucleotides are in a ring-opened form that is not a substrate for AAG, and therefore, the two-lesion substrate has ∼4% of the molecules with one ring-opened site. This leads to a maximal observed processivity value of 0.92. 10 With a 100-fold excess of DNA over enzyme, the minimal processivity value that can be observed is 0.05 for a completely distributive mechanism due to stochastic rebinding of AAG. This value of 0.05 was estimated from the effect of having 5% intermediate formed via a purely distributive mechanism (the midpoint of the initial 10% reaction that was used for measurement of initial rates), and the non-negligible probability that AAG might encounter a previously released intermediate. 
Single-Turnover Kinetics. Single-turnover kinetic analysis for excision of εA from either single-or double-stranded oligonucleotides containing a single lesion was measured as previously described. 10 The concentration of AAG was varied in excess over the oligonucleotide substrates (TEC) ( Figure S1 of the Supporting Information) to ensure single-turnover conditions. In all cases, the reactions followed singleexponential kinetics according to eq 3, in which F is the fraction product, A is the amplitude, and k is the observed single-turnover rate constant. At a saturating enzyme concentration, this observed rate constant reaches a maximal rate constant (k max ). We varied the concentration of enzyme by at least 3-fold and found no difference in the observed rate constant, confirming that k max was measured.
Pulse−Chase Assays To Measure the Efficiency of Excision. The efficiency of AAG-catalyzed excision of εA from ssDNA was determined by using the pulse−chase assays under the standard glycosylase reaction condition at 100 mM NaCl. Typically, 100 nM fluorescein-labeled ssDNA substrate (25-mer TEC) was mixed with 400 nM AAG for 20 s before the addition of chase DNA [1 or 2 μM unlabeled TEC duplex DNA or 5 μM unlabeled TEG duplex DNA (see Figure S1 of the Supporting Information for DNA sequences)]. Pulse−chase assays on dsDNA were performed using slightly decreased substrate and enzyme concentrations, as AAG binds more tightly to dsDNA. Briefly, 50 nM labeled TEC duplex substrate was incubated with 100 nM AAG for 20 s, and then a chase of 5 μM unlabeled TEC DNA was added. Pulse−chase control assays were performed by preincubating substrate and chase DNA before adding enzyme to initiate the reaction. At various time points, a sample was removed from the reaction mixture and analyzed as described above (Glycosylase Activity Assays).
AAG-catalyzed base excision yields labeled product, whereas dissociation of AAG releases unreacted labeled substrate. The data were converted to fraction product [fraction product = product/(product + substrate)] and fit by a single exponential followed by a steady-state phase. After the exponential rate constant (k obs ) and burst amplitude (A obs ) values had been obtained from the data fitting, the efficiency of excision was determined as compared to the same experiment without chase (k max and A max ) by eq 4. The pulse−chase control data were fit by linear regression. Native Gel Electrophoresis. Annealed oligonucleotides were prepared in standard pH 6.1 glycosylase reaction buffer with an ionic strength of 200 mM adjusted with NaCl. Samples were loaded onto a 10% native polyacrylamide gel (19:1 acrylamide:bisacrylamide with 0.5× TBE buffer) and run at a constant voltage of 10 V/cm. The fluorescein-labeled DNA was visualized as described for denaturing PAGE analysis.
■ RESULTS
Experimental Approach and Design of Oligonucleotides with Helix Discontinuities. Multiple-turnover processivity assays provide a quantitative assay for the ability of a DNA glycosylase to locate sites of damage on an oligonucleotide substrate. 10, 14, 24 This is a kinetic partitioning assay that operates on the principle that an enzyme bound to its abasic product can either dissociate to leave an oligonucleotide containing one abasic and one lesion site or successfully diffuse to locate the second lesion site on the oligonucleotide and excise it, to create an oligonucleotide containing two abasic sites ( Figure 1 ). Alkaline cleavage of abasic sites and denaturing polyacrylamide gel analysis allow the different products to be quantified to determine the fraction of processive events [F p = k capture /(k off + k capture )]. A highly efficient (processive) search will yield a F p value approaching 1, whereas a distributive search corresponds to an F p value of 0 (k off ≫ k capture ). In the work presented here, we have tested helix discontinuities to evaluate whether they serve as barriers to the diffusion of AAG.
To generate different types of DNA structures, we prepared a series of oligonucleotides that systematically vary from the previously characterized duplex oligonucleotide containing two Figure 1 . Multiple-turnover processivity assay to quantify facilitated diffusion by AAG. After excising one of the two εA (E) lesions, AAG will either dissociate (k off ) or diffuse to find the other lesion site (k capture ). The shaded box denotes the position of alternative DNA structures that were tested as potential blocks of a sliding enzyme. εA lesions separated by 25 bp, which serves as a reference substrate (Figure 1) . 10 Helix discontinuities were introduced midway between the two sites, because structural and functional studies suggest that this location is well outside of the DNA binding footprint of AAG when it is bound to either of the lesion sites. 7, 25 This ensures that the efficiency of excision is the same for all substrates under a given set of conditions, and any changes in processivity can be attributed to the probability that the enzyme locates the second site of damage. To simplify the secondary structure of single-stranded portions, we used runs of either 6 or 12 thymidine nucleotides. Duplexes with kinks in them were generated by inserting the polyT segments onto either the top or bottom strand. Previous characterization of a six-nucleotide bulge showed an ∼90°bend angle ( Figure S2 of the Supporting Information). 26 The 12-nucleotide bulge is expected to adopt a similar sharply bent structure. Native gel analysis confirms that the T12 bulge migrates more slowly than a T12 gap DNA, consistent with the T12 bulge forming a kinked structure ( Figure 2B , lane 7 vs lanes 9 and 10). Bubbles were generated by placing two T12 strands opposite each other or by placing a T6 strand opposite a polyethylene glycol spacer containing an 18-atom linker ( Figure 2) . Finally, gap molecules were generated in which the lesion-containing strand is continuous but the opposite strand leaves a central single-strand gap of T6 or T12. If sliding contributes to the AAG search, then these discontinuities are expected to cause decreased processivity.
AAG is able to excise εA from ssDNA, 4, 12 and therefore, it may be able to slide or otherwise diffuse along ssDNA. Our initial experiments with the previously characterized processivity substrate (Figure 2A , reference substrate) 10 revealed that the lesion-containing strand forms alternative base-pairing Figure 3 . Effect of helix discontinuities on the searching efficiency of AAG. The processivity of AAG was determined for oligonucleotides containing kinks, bubbles, and single-strand gaps using the multiple-turnover processivity assay with 2 nM AAG and the indicated substrate (200 nM) at 100 (A), 200 (B), 250 (C), and 300 mM NaCl (D). Each value is the mean ± the standard deviation (n ≥ 4).
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Article DOI: 10.1021/bi5013707 Biochemistry 2015, 54, 557−566 structure when the complement is omitted, and therefore, it is not a suitable substrate for testing the ability of AAG to search ssDNA (data not shown). Therefore, we designed two DNA sequences that were predicted to be strongly single-stranded, and in which two εA lesions are separated by either 25 or 12 nucleotides (Figure 2A , ss47-mer and ss34-mer). Native gel electrophoresis was used to confirm that these oligonucleotides do not form any detectable secondary structure ( Figure 2B,  lanes 1 and 2) .
Bypass of Kinks, Bubbles, and Gaps. The ability of AAG to perform facilitated diffusion is strongly dependent upon electrostatic interactions, and therefore, we measured the processivity of AAG at several different concentrations of sodium ions. When AAG searches dsDNA, it is highly processive at 100 mM NaCl but becomes fully distributive at 300 mM NaCl. 10 Under the conditions of 100 mM NaCl, the kinks, bubbles, and single-strand gaps exhibited processivity almost identical to that of the reference substrate that contained a continuous DNA duplex ( Figure 3A ; see Table S1 of the Supporting Information for values). This observation suggests that these disruptions in the DNA duplex do not dramatically impede the searching ability of AAG. When the concentration of NaCl was increased to 200 mM, a small increase in the processivity of AAG with the kinked DNA molecules and the longer gap and bubble structures was observed ( Figure 3B ). This trend was more pronounced with 250 mM NaCl, in which case there is a significant increase in the processivity of AAG with the kinked DNA molecules and the longer gap and bubble substrates, relative to the processivity observed under the same condition for the substrate with a continuous duplex ( Figure  3C ). At a slightly higher NaCl concentration (300 mM), AAG becomes mostly distributive for all of the substrates that were tested, but there is a small but detectable increase for the kink and bubble substrates even at this high salt concentration ( Figure 3D ). The helix discontinuities were not found to cause a decrease in the searching efficiency of AAG under any conditions that were tested.
The amino terminus of AAG is poorly conserved, and the human protein has a high density of basic amino acids in this region. The amino terminus is dispensable for catalytic activity, but the truncated protein (Δ80 AAG) has been found to have reduced affinity for DNA and exhibits less processive behavior than the full-length enzyme at a physiological salt concentration.
9,10 The full-length AAG has not been crystallized, but it has the same DNA binding footprint as the truncated protein. 25 To gain further insight into the contribution from the amino terminus, we measured the fraction processive for Δ80 AAG with a subset of the kink, bubble, and gap substrates. Under the conditions tested, these helix discontinuities had no significant effect on the searching ability of Δ80 AAG (Figure 4 ; see Table  S2 of the Supporting Information for values). These observations confirm that the ability of AAG to diffuse on DNA does not require the amino terminus and that diffusion of the truncated protein is not blocked by these DNA structures. From these data, it is not clear if the amino terminus is responsible for the more efficient searching of duplexes containing discontinuities, because the truncated protein is not processive at the higher salt concentration where this phenomenon is observed.
Glycosylase Activity of AAG on ssDNA. To evaluate if AAG is capable of diffusing on ssDNA, we performed processivity experiments with oligonucleotides that were designed to be single-stranded. As previous experiments with ssDNA have not used the full-length AAG protein, we first compared single-turnover excision with a ssDNA substrate (25-mer) that contained a single εA lesion with that of the dsDNA (εA·T). In all cases, the reactions with ssDNA substrates proceeded to completion and were well fit by a single exponential ( Figure 5 ). The rate of the single-turnover reaction is independent of the concentration of AAG (data not shown). It is almost certain that the measured value of k max reflects the rate constant for N-glycosidic bond cleavage on ssDNA, and it is approximately 8-fold lower than the rate constant for the comparable reaction on dsDNA. This observation confirms that dsDNA is the preferred substrate for AAG. We next measured multiple-turnover glycosylase activity with ssDNA substrates containing two εA lesions ( Figure 6A ). The initial rate for the disappearance of the substrate is plotted for three different salt concentrations for ssDNA and dsDNA (reference) substrates ( Figure 6B ). Multiple-turnover glycosylase activity on dsDNA substrates increases with an increasing concentration of NaCl as the rate-limiting step changes from product release at low salt concentrations to the rate of base excision at higher salt concentrations. 10 The multiple-turnover rate constant in the presence of 300 mM NaCl is approximately equal to the single-turnover rate constant, indicating that product release is much faster than base excision ( Figure 6B ). For the ssDNA, the initial rates are insensitive to the concentration of NaCl, suggesting that the base excision step is rate-limiting across the range of conditions that were tested ( Figure 6B) . Indeed, the multiple-turnover rate constant is almost identical to the maximal single-turnover rate constant that was independently measured for a substrate with a single εA site ( Figure 5 ). AAG shows faster multiple-turnover reactions on single-stranded than on duplex DNA when the salt concentration is low [100 mM NaCl ( Figure 6B) ]. As discussed above, this reflects a change in the rate-limiting step, with product release limiting the reaction of dsDNA and Nglycosidic bond cleavage limiting the reaction of ssDNA. At higher salt concentrations, the N-glycosidic bond cleavage step is rate-limiting for both contexts and the preference for dsDNA is apparent.
Although the εA-containing ssDNA is a reasonable substrate for AAG, the F p values indicate that the enzyme is distributive under all of the conditions tested ( Figure 6C ). This is true whether the sites are 12 or 25 nucleotides apart. This difference between ssDNA and dsDNA contexts could be explained by differences in searching ability or by the decreased efficiency of excision in the single-strand context. Therefore, it is important to independently test the extent to which AAG is committed to catalysis once it has bound to the εA site.
Pulse−chase assays were used to measure the excision efficiency for εA-DNA in the context of both ssDNA and dsDNA. The experimental design is outlined in Figure 7A . In the pulse−chase experiment, AAG is mixed with labeled substrate to form the specific complex and then is chased with unlabeled dsDNA(εA·T) competitor. Control experiments, in which AAG is added to a mixture of labeled substrate and unlabeled chase, confirmed that the concentration of chase DNA was sufficient to capture all AAG that dissociated. An experiment with dsDNA is shown in Figure 7B . In the presence of the chase, there is a slight decrease in the amplitude and a slight increase in the rate constant. This corresponds to an efficiency of excision of 0.95 under these conditions. Importantly, the control reaction shows no burst, confirming that sufficient chase DNA was used ( Figure 7B, blue line) . As the chase contains unlabeled substrate that is otherwise identical to the labeled DNA, a slow steady-state rate is observed. When the pulse−chase experiment was repeated with εA-containing ssDNA, a very different result was obtained ( Figure 7C ). In this case, all of the AAG dissociates prior to excision of εA (red line). We estimate an efficiency of <0.01 for excision of εA from ssDNA based upon these data.
Although AAG is not committed to catalysis when it is bound to ssDNA, it clearly can bind to ssDNA and exhibits glycosylase activity. To further explore the lifetime of the AAG· ssDNA complex, we repeated the pulse−chase experiment and added complementary ssDNA along with a duplex chase oligonucleotide ( Figure 8A) . If the complement strand were able to anneal in the AAG·ssDNA complex to form an AAG· dsDNA complex, then it should be committed to the excision of εA because AAG has a high efficiency of excision of εA from dsDNA. Consistent with this model, we observed a burst of product formation that was approximately 90% of the value observed for AAG bound to dsDNA ( Figure 8B, red line) . If the order of addition is reversed (chase control), then no burst of product formation is observed, confirming that sufficient chase DNA was used to sequester all of the AAG in the experiment ( Figure 8B , blue line). This control shows the expected velocity for multiple-turnover excision of εA from dsDNA, indicating that the labeled DNA annealed during the first mixing step and AAG acts on both labeled and unlabeled dsDNA. Figure 8C illustrates the two pathways, with 10% of the enzyme molecules dissociating from ssDNA and 90% remaining bound during the rapid DNA annealing step.
■ DISCUSSION
We investigated the extent to which helix discontinuities affect the searching process of AAG. In considering these experiments, we thought it was important that we revisit the activity and searching ability of AAG on ssDNA. Our initial premise was that sliding, which has been invoked for most previously studied DNA binding proteins, would be sensitive to singlestranded or kinked structures. By inserting these structures between two lesion sites, we were able to use multiple-turnover processivity assays to quantify the effect of these structures on DNA searching. In no case do these perturbations in the Bform helix cause a decrease in the searching efficiency of AAG. Unexpectedly, we find a wide range of conditions under which these structures increase the probability that AAG can locate a site of damage that is located nearby on the same DNA segment. These results cannot easily be interpreted in the context of a sliding model but are consistent with a mode of diffusion that is dominated by hopping (Figure 9 ).
Characterizing the Activity and Processivity of AAG on ssDNA. DNA glycosylases vary in their preference for dsDNA versus ssDNA. Whereas many have a strong preference for dsDNA, uracil DNA glycosylase shows similar catalytic efficiencies on ssDNA and dsDNA substrates. 13, 21 Enzymes of the endoVIII superfamily, exemplified by mammalian NEIL1− 3, also show comparable activity on ssDNA and dsDNA. 27−29 Previous experiments show that AAG generally prefers dsDNA over ssDNA. 3, 30 For example, single-turnover glycosylase assays with deoxyinosine as a substrate show ∼6000-fold lower catalytic efficiency toward ssDNA than toward dsDNA. 30 In contrast, it has been reported that AAG will excise both oxanine and εA with reasonable efficiency in either ssDNA or dsDNA context. 3 The results presented in this work demonstrate that the single-turnover rate constant for base excision is only 8-fold lower in a ssDNA context than in an εA·T dsDNA context ( Figure 5 ). The fact that AAG has a relatively high catalytic activity toward εA-containing ssDNA is consistent with much tighter binding of εA than of deoxyinosine. Nevertheless, the catalytic activity toward ssDNA is significantly worse than toward dsDNA even with the εA lesion.
The ability to measure AAG-catalyzed excision from a ssDNA context suggested the possibility of monitoring the diffusion of AAG on ssDNA using processivity assays. Under all conditions that were tested, AAG showed a distributive pattern of cleavage ( Figure 6 ). This is markedly different from the highly processive pattern of cleavage for dsDNA substrates.
Pulse−chase experiments revealed that this difference is explained by the absence of a commitment to excision on ssDNA [efficiency < 0.01 ( Figure 7C) ]. This is in sharp contrast to the strong commitment to excision on dsDNA [efficiency = 0.95 ( Figure 7B) ]. This indicates that binding of AAG to ssDNA is in rapid equilibrium relative to the slow Nglycosidic bond hydrolysis step. Nevertheless, the lifetime of AAG bound to DNA is significant. The AAG·ssDNA complex efficiently anneals upon being exposed to a complementary oligonucleotide even in the presence of a dsDNA trap ( Figure  8 ). Such a long-lived complex with ssDNA is consistent with the observation that a ssDNA segment can serve as a conduit to increase the number of productive binding encounters with AAG. 31 We conclude that AAG is able to diffuse along both dsDNA and ssDNA but shows distributive repair activity on ssDNA caused by rapidly reversible binding of the lesion site in this context.
In contrast to the inefficient search of ssDNA by AAG, other enzymes have been reported to efficiently search ssDNA. For example, uracil DNA glycosylase exhibits better searching ability on ssDNA than on dsDNA. 13, 21 This could be important for activity on viral DNA and on transcription bubbles in the context of somatic hypermutation. Similarly, the ssDNA binding proteins replication protein A and RecA also have been shown to diffuse along ssDNA. 32, 33 In each case, the physiological role of the protein involves binding to ssDNA. It appears that the normal physiological role of AAG is restricted to dsDNA, given the vast excess of dsDNA in the genome.
Effect of Helix Discontinuities on DNA Searching by AAG. We investigated the effect of kinks, bubbles, and gaps on the searching ability of AAG. As each substrate contained two εA lesions in identical duplex contexts, differences in the fraction processive (F p ) directly report on the probability that AAG can diffuse past the region in question to locate a site of damage (Figure 1 ). Under all conditions tested, these introduced discontinuities failed to block the searching performed by AAG (Figure 3 ). We were intrigued to observe that AAG showed an increased probability of finding the second site of damage when kinks or bubbles were introduced under high-salt conditions (200−300 mM NaCl). This behavior is inconsistent with a sliding model but can be explained by a hopping model in which AAG diffuses via rapid dissociation and reassociation events (Figure 9 ). . Model for facilitated diffusion by AAG. Diffusion appears to be dominated by microscopic dissociation events in which the protein becomes at least partially solvated but is in the proximity of the DNA and is likely to reassociate. This state would resemble a transition state for dissociation. 13, 22 At a high salt concentration, this species has a high probability of macroscopic dissociation that would be followed by three-dimensional diffusion. At lower salt concentrations, the vertical pathways dominate with hopping to either the same strand (top) or the opposing strand (bottom). Diffusion on duplex DNA is shown, but AAG can also diffuse along ssDNA. It is tempting to speculate that the flexibility of bubble or kinked DNA decreases the distance between the lesion sites and thereby increases the probability of an intersegmental transfer event between the two duplex arms of the DNA. However, this model is unlikely because previous experiments in which flexible PEG linkers, which cannot be bound by AAG, were used to bring two duplex regions into the proximity of each other showed no increase in F p values relative to that of the continuous duplex under the same conditions (250 mM NaCl). 31 Furthermore, searching by AAG is not dependent on the distance between two sites separated by either 25 or 50 bp of rigid duplex (an increase of ∼85 Å). 9 The observation of identical searching parameters on different sized DNA segments also rules out a model in which the kink or bubble makes the search more efficient merely by restricting the number of sites that need to be searched. We are left with the idea that the ssDNA segment is itself responsible for the increased processivity. One model that would take advantage of the ability of AAG to bind to ssDNA is that it provides a larger three-dimensional volume of DNA sites such that a greater fraction of microscopic dissociation events results in reassocation. A similar model can be invoked to explain why uracil DNA glycosylase is more efficient at searching ssDNA than dsDNA. 13, 21 Implications for Searching by AAG. All of the available information regarding the searching mechanism of AAG is consistent with a hopping model in which rapid dissociation and/or reassociation allows the protein to randomly sample sites in the search for sites of damage ( Figure 9 ). We envision a hopping conformation that resembles a transition state for dissociation in which the interactions with the DNA have been fully broken and there may be partial hydration of the protein and DNA surfaces and rebinding of cations. 22 Most of the time these microscopic dissociation events do not proceed to full macroscopic dissocation and instead culminate in rebinding to a nearby site on either strand of the duplex. In studies of other proteins, it is common to invoke DNA sliding, whereby the protein maintains continuous contact with the DNA. For example, there is evidence that uracil DNA glycosylase exists in a closed conformation that cannot bind to the uracil product from solution but is capable of finding and excising a uracil from a nearby site. 13 It was suggested that OGG1 prefers a sliding mode that would involve rotation-coupled diffusion, 15, 16 but more recent work favors a hopping mechanism. 34 These studies suggest that single-molecule imaging studies that measure diffusion constants lack the resolution to distinguish between hopping and sliding and that assays employing roadblocks offer more direct mechanistic tests that could support the sliding mechanism. 9, 18, 20, 35, 36 Although we cannot rule out the possibility that AAG might utilize both sliding and hopping modes, we note that the sliding mode presents significant challenges that would have to be overcome in the physiological context. This is because a sliding protein monomer can detect damage in only one of the two strands and would be restricted in its search by tightly bound proteins, such as nucleosomes. In contrast, a hopping mode easily overcomes these challenges, because a protein can rapidly switch strands and has a significant probability of bypassing bound proteins.
